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George D. Babiniotis. Ge≈rgiow D. Mpampini≈thw, LejikÒ thw n°aw ellhnikÆw
gl≈ssaw. Athens: Center for Lexicography. 1998. Pp. 2064. 23000
drachmas.
Greek lexicography is coming of age. The furor that accompanied the publication of Babiniotis’s dictionary reflects precisely the growth of the dis-cipline in
the same way that the pangs of adolescence relate to oncoming maturity. What
has been disappointing in the dictionary’s reception, however, is the reluctance
of those involved to raise any pertinent linguistic questions in a debate that
included lengthy litigation and transformed a dictionary into a best-seller. In
order to restore the balance, this review essay will touch upon issues of the
dictionary’s organization, lemma selection and arrangement, the use of
definitions, style labels and examples, as well as broader linguistic and lexicographic issues.
It is difficult to do justice to a book of more than two thousand pages in
the limited space of a review. One of the complications of dealing with such a
prodigious work is the temptation to lose sight of the forest for the trees. In view
of this, it must clearly be stated at the outset that Professor Babiniotis’s LejikÒ
thw n°aw ellhnikÆw gl≈ssaw is a landmark in Greek linguistics and lexicography. It provides the largest scale picture of the Greek language after the demise
of diglossia, offering a plethora of invaluable information about the multiple
resources of Greek. Its breadth and scope render it a useful tool for teachers of
Greek, for learners, translators, creative writers, and—generally—anyone who
uses the language with some frequency. However, it is not only its size that makes
Babiniotis’s dictionary an outstanding work. Its distinctive character is that, with
the exception of Kriaras’s smaller and less-broadly focused work (1995), it is the
only dictionary of the contemporary Greek language compiled by a professional
linguist on the basis of expert rather than amateurish standards and principles.
This major oeuvre by the doyen of modern Greek linguistics is bound to
constitute one of the standard reference works for years to come, alongside
Stamatakos’s and Dimitrakos’s earlier accomplishments. This said, we should
not infer that the dictionary lacks mistakes, inadequacies, or shortcomings. Only
those who have not been involved in a lexicographic project could make such a
naïve assumption.
To start with the dictionary’s size, the figures given on the cover are:
150,000 “words and phrases” and 500,000 “definitions and uses.” Although
comparisons may be deceptive, let us note that most modern dictionaries of
English include fewer than 100,000 headwords (Longman’s 1984 edition has
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90,000, the Penguin 1969 edition has 40,000, the second edition of Cobuild has
75,000 references and 100,000 examples), whereas the third edition of Collins
English Dictionary reaches 180,000 lemmas and the 1987 edition of Random
House has 260,000 headwords (Crystal 1987:108). Nevertheless, as Babiniotis
rightly points out in his introduction (p. 27), the attempt to include as many
words as possible is responsible for the distorted view of the language given by
most Greek dictionaries. Babiniotis’s dictionary should be praised for following
criteria of use for the inclusion of a word rather than slavishly imitating earlier
works. The range of lemmas includes proper names and abbreviations (incorporated in the main body of the dictionary rather than in appendices) as well as
“frozen phrases” such as katharevousa sayings and Latin expressions. The useful
division into main lemmas, sub-lemmas (for related compounds and derivations), internal lemmas or phrases, and detached lemmas (for transparent
compounds and derivations such as those of privative a- and auto-) facilitates an
economic description. It must be noted here that all phrases are included in the
lemma of the main headword (p. 32) rather than appearing as separate lemmas.
Regarding lemma selection, the author emphasizes that the main criterion is that of use, quite aside from origin (p. 27). The principle of “idiosynchrony”
(p. 28) is also followed, in order to exclude dialectal or slang words that have not
been assimilated in standard modern Greek. Special emphasis is given to
scientific terms, especially “those that are used in linguistic communication by
many people” (p. 28). One of the dictionary’s most invaluable features is the
comprehensive tables of linguistic categories such as military ranks, types of law
courts, the religious hierarchy, currencies, physical elements, etc. With an eye
kept on younger speakers, since they may not be familiar with the earlier phases
of the language, the author provides detailed information about older orthography, standard Church texts, etc. Place names are also included, although there
seems to be no principle governing why Amaliãda, Kãrntif or Lvzãnh should
be in but Kupariss¤a or Barkel≈nh out. The same is true of team names
(AEK, OFH, PanellÆniow and others are missing) and some abbreviations
(DHSU, DHKO, PUSPE are not included, whereas AKEL and the older forms
PUSDE, PUSME are). Altogether, one would need to search extensively to find
scores of useful or current words missing from the dictionary; apodÒmhsh,
ÄInternet, klvnopo¤hsh, lipoanarrÒfhsh and l¤ftingk, metamont°rnow, sint¤
and sintirÒm are all there. I managed to detect the absence only of ergato≈ra
(but anyrvpo≈ra is in), eurvepitagÆ, hmiapasxÒlhsh, istosel¤da, mati°ra,
mhxanikÆ upostÆrijh, polÊnekrow, pitsiladÒrow or pitsilistÆw, sem°n,
troxodrom≈, tsok, fvtotupe¤o, xiliÒkuklow. It is easier to suggest lemmas
that ought to have been excluded—jenhlas¤a and eurvligoÊrhw, for example,
which have really not caught on in everyday usage, and yeogennÆtoraw,
yeodrom≈, yeofÒrow, etc., which are found only in the very specialized register
of religion. Synonyms and antonyms are most usefully included in most lemmas.
Finally, one of the most important contributions of the dictionary is the
exhaustive and meticulous tracing of etymology for all lemmas, including
neologisms, proper names, foreign words, and ancient words. The authoritative
work of Babiniotis in this area, bearing ample witness to the “long, rich and
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adventurous history of the Greek language” (p. 2064), fills another major gap in
Greek reference works.
The vast majority of lemma forms are indisputable, although there are a
few inconsistencies. For instance, in yeayÆnai the phrase given in the lemma is
prow /dia to yeayÆnai, whereas in the example that follows we are given the
most common form, namely gia to yeayÆnai. One could also argue for
antãtzio instead of antãtzo and certainly against kãmeraman, lãitmotib and
L¤xtenstaÛn, in which the antepenultimate rule of Greek is violated. Most
usefully, spelling and pronunciation variants are included, although again not
always consistently (e.g., in jerÒw we are given jhrÒw, but not jerÒw in jhrÒw—
also, nÊmfh tou YermaÛkoÊ appears in contrast to nÊfh in the lemma YermaÛkÒw).
Furthermore, additional emphasis could be placed on cross-referencing, where
the criterion of use is not always followed. For instance, some common forms of
proper names—examples are Gi≈rgow and ManÒlhw—are not found as separate lemmas, nor are they cross-referenced to the main lemma (Ge≈rgiow,
EmmanouÆl), although this is done in the case of a few female nicknames (e.g.,
Gi≈ta). The criterion of use is obviously not followed in such cases as t°niw,
which is cross-referenced to antisfa¤rish, xa¤rete, which is only found in
xa¤rv, fulãv, which is given as a variant of fulãssv rather than the other way
round (see also my comment below on second conjugation verbs), etc. In the
case of the simple faj, one is cross-referenced to t°lefaj, only to find out that
this is really thleomoiotup¤a, to which one is sent to discover the full meaning.
Finally, it would be useful if all main forms of most irregular verbs had been
included, cross-referenced to the main lemma for the sake of the foreign
learner, for whom this knowledge should not be presupposed. This happens
only for pãv (cross-referenced to phga¤nv) and °la (to °rxomai) but not for
bãlv, dv, e¤da, brÆka, brv, d≈sv, e¤xa, kãcv, pv, e¤pa, piv, etc.
The arrangement of the lemma follows careful principles. The word’s
ordinary form is given first; secondary forms follow. Then comes grammatical
information together with alternative forms. According to the dictionary’s
principles, it is the prototypical or “core” meaning that is given first and not the
most frequent meaning. This is followed by examples and phrases, to which
much space is devoted. In the introduction (p. 32), a careful distinction is made
between collocations (lejilogik°w sunãceiw), lexical phrases (peri-frastik°w
l°jeiw), proverbs (paroim¤ew) and idioms (idivtismo¤). This is not always
reflected in the format of the lemma in that, for instance, collocations cannot be
distinguished from examples. Also, many useful collocations seem to be missing—e.g., bioporistiko¤ lÒgoi, diekdik≈ dikai≈mata, eyimotupikÆ ep¤skech,
ekplhr≈nv stÒxouw, iliggi≈dew posÒ, kataxrhstikÒw Òrow—, nor is there any
syntactic information on rather frequent but complex items like makãri and
xalãli. Furthermore, quite a few improvements could be made in the treatment
of parts of speech. For example, the dictionary is not enlightening on the messy
area of particles: kai, an, mhn, mÆgariw are all characterized as particles whereas
the first two can also be used as subordinating conjunctions introducing
adverbial clauses. In addition, the behavior of conjunctions is not always
accurately depicted: in the lemma for Òso, duration is given as the last meaning,
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while in the lemma for en≈ it is given as the first, whereas the opposite might be
closer to the truth. The discourse properties of these elements could also be
more fully appreciated. For instance, most examples in Òmvw sound unnatural,
although the most frequent use of the item in second place appears in other
lemmas (e.g., yusiãzv). Clearly, much more work in the direction of Goutsos,
King, and Hatzidaki (1994) and Georgakopoulou and Goutsos (1998) is needed
before we will be able to ask for more accurate descriptions.
The dictionary’s 500,000 definitions are largely accurate and comprehensive. As the introduction notes, they offer “in a simple and intelligible way all
necessary information” (p. 31). Apart from the odd mistake, the definitions tend
to be wordy, which is perhaps the price one pays for intelligibility. Their
discursiveness (e.g., mousoulmanismÒw: h monoyeÛstikÆ yrhske¤a tou Islãm,
autÆ pou d°xetai . . . , oi de didaskal¤ew thw e¤nai . . .) contributes to this
tendency. In many definitions, considerable redundant information could have
been left out without any loss—e.g, aposunteyeim°nou kai peyam°nou s≈matow
(in the lemma for yanat¤la), o mikrÒw kai prostateutikã kleism°now x≈row
(in the lemma for yermokÆpio), apÒ mousamã, lãstixo, fellÒ Æ sunyetikÒ
ulikÒ (in the lemma for jifask¤a). This is especially true in cases in which an
illustration works best, as with animal names, everyday objects, etc. Compare, for
instance, Babiniotis’s 57-word definition for kÒmpra with the 22 words in
Cobuild, the 12 words in Kriaras, and the 19 words accompanied by a picture in
Longman’s English Dictionary of Language and Culture. Even the huge third edition
of Collins English Dictionary manages to convey two meanings of the word in only
39 words. Furthermore, the principle of not giving synonyms as definitions
(p. 31) is not always followed (see, for example, jefousk≈nv, jedialÊnv,
jeye≈nv), and not infrequently a simple word is explained by more difficult
ones (e.g., jexarbal≈nv: epif°rv prÒsyetew anvmal¤ew).
The examples are drawn primarily from everyday spoken and written
language and secondarily, as noted in the introduction, “from proverbs, song
lyrics, quotes from literary works, etc.” (p. 32). This latter emphasis, even if
secondary, is one of the least successful features of the dictionary, which in this
respect has unfortunately followed the traditional Greek lexicographic deference to the Greek literary canon. It is misguided to explain ahdÒni and jastox≈
by quoting Seferis, janag¤nomai by quoting Elytis, p°nhw by quoting Cavafy, and
so on, when no helpful information about the use of the word can be gathered
from the literary context. At the same time, this is a dubious practice also for
literary reasons. For instance, is jodiãzv an everyday word or a hapax legomenon
in Cavafy? Is the meaning of bãrbarow in Cavafy’s well-known poem really
apol¤tistow ãnyrvpow? As is rightly pointed out in the introduction (p. 32), it
is the common, conventional use and not the deviant or creative turn of phrase
that a dictionary should aim to illustrate in its examples.
The employment of labels indicating style and usage constitutes a considerable improvement over previous dictionaries. Their meticulous accuracy
reveals the fine nuances that may be achieved in Greek by recourse to the wide
range of stylistic repertoires available in the language. It also underlines the
complexity that characterizes many of these choices and the systematic nature of
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the implied distinctions and variation. The well-known dichotomy of Greek,
which was formerly assigned in an undifferentiated manner to demotic and
katharevousa, can now be carefully placed along the axes of style, genre, and
tone, as underlined in the introduction (p. 32). What is missing here, however,
is a more explicit discussion of the principles involved. It is not clear, for
example, whether the set of labels mentioned on page 32 of the introduction is
finite or whether other ad hoc terminology is meant to be used in the dictionary,
as seems to be the case. The employment of ekfrastikÒ for expressive uses is
not straightforward in many cases (e.g., olostÒlistow, payiãrhw, paidoÊla)
despite the term’s explicit discussion in the comment on ekfrastik°w l°jeiw.
Similarly, there is no explanation of the difference between laÛkÒ and kayhmerinÒ
for everyday, colloquial uses or between kayhmerinÒ and ãtupo for informal
uses (the comment on anã- seems to equate these two, whereas the comment on
giat¤ speaks of aploÊstero Êfow). The difference between arxaioprep°w,
palaiÒtero, and lÒgio is not explained, nor is it obvious from the respective
use of the labels in various lemmas (e.g., eupatr¤dhw, hme¤w, Òrxhsh are
arxaiopr., whereas kokÒna, paidonÒmow, kounen°w are palaiÒt., and kay°draw,
kuttarogÒnow, polugrãfow are lÒg.). On this basis, it is not clear why some
words (e.g., kleftrÒni, penhntãrhw) are marked as laÛk°w or even laÛkÒterew—
but in respect to what?—(e.g., jemalliãrhw, parad≈ye), while others are
marked as spãniew—always in lÒg.-span.—(e.g., orism°nvw, Panãxrantow),
or kayhmerin°w (louloÊdi, patatiã), oike¤ew (jinoÊtsikow), ep¤shmew
(koniklotrofe¤o) or not marked as lÒgiew when presumably they should be
(e.g., eufrÒsunow, eÊxariw).
Certainly one of the most original features of Babiniotis’s dictionary is the
inclusion of “comment” boxes whose content ranges from prescriptive remarks
on usage to discussion of words of special interest (see pp. 36 ff. in the
introduction). Many of these comments are informative mini-essays on various
aspects of Greek that could easily stand in any reference book about the
language. Many of them also present, and incorporate most cleverly, observations from the experience of previous dictionary makers. All of them, even if not
equally interesting, are very enjoyable to read. Especially useful is the wide and
accurate coverage of linguistic terminology, including comments on delexical
verbs, slang or argot, generative-transformational grammar, gender, pidgin,
discourse adverbs, conjunctives, etc. My only qualm has to do with the style,
which includes many attitudinal markers (e.g., exclamation points, or profan≈w),
personal comments (e.g., °xoun kai oi l°jeiw th mo¤ra touw . . .), and too
frequent evaluation (e.g., o per¤fhmow filÒlogow KÒntow, o m°gaw, o polÊw,
etc.). This is not only unusual for a dictionary that claims to be “detached”; it
also seems to take for granted a uniform point of view shared by writer and
addressee, as in phrases like eme¤w de oi ÄEllhnew, Òtan oi j°noi xrhsimopoioÊn
sthn oryograf¤a touw to «ellhnikÒ» y . . . , den epitr°petai na to
egkatale¤poume eme¤w. This inclusive eme¤w alienates the reader who does not
share the same presuppositions.
The dictionary’s most significant prescriptive suggestions concern the
vexed problem of Greek spelling. There are specific comments in individual
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lemmas as well as special tables on orthographic problems. Some of these are
rather self-consciously fashioned after the injunctions of the Atticist grammarians. One can almost hear echoes from Phrynichus’ dictionary: akmÆn ant¤ tou
°ti. Su de fulãttou xrÆsyai, l°ge de °ti! Here one wonders whether all of
Babiniotis’s suggestions, although well-founded, are practicable or liable to
survive, especially against the grain of current school practice, as for example
the suggested orthography of rvdãkino, mãnna, Æskiow, pappãw, t°ssereiw,
kÒkkalo, mhtruiã, guiow, patruiÒw, fteiãxnv. In other respects, a rather
balanced approach is followed, as one can see, for instance, in the comments on
aforã, on the pronunciation of gg and nt, on the use of both monotonikÒ and
polutonikÒ where appropriate, or in the sensible suggestion to change the
indeclinable eur≈ to eurÒ.
The main body of the dictionary is enclosed between an essay on the
Greek language (reprinted from an encyclopedia) and a supplement on Greek
lexicography. Both of these additions are exceptionally informative and wellargued, although they necessarily gloss over many interesting details. The
lexicographic supplement, offering a wealth of information and a standard
historical description for future lexicographers, historians, and linguists, is
probably the best paper written to date on the Greek lexicographic tradition.
Babiniotis rightly emphasizes the contribution of erudite scholars such as
Byzantios, Koumanoudis, and Stamatakos, as well as industrious amateurs like
Vostantzoglou. However, in his attempt to restore the fame of these philologists
and linguists of the past, he may be overlooking the negative effects of the
shadow they cast upon modern Greek linguistics and lexicography. For instance,
there is no doubt that earlier prejudices about the literary canon, found even in
scholars as perceptive as Tzartzanos, are largely responsible for the neglect of
spoken data in modern Greek linguistic analysis (see Goutsos, Hatzidaki, and
King 1993).
It should be obvious that such a grand-scale work raises a multiplicity of
linguistic and non-linguistic issues. How surprising, therefore, that its reception
has focused myopically so far on some of its most marginal aspects. The fact that
criticism has been leveled mainly against the work’s supposedly anti-national
character reveals the low level of current debate in Greece. There has been no
discussion of the dictionary’s representation of other social or personal relations. For instance, it includes detailed discussions of the feminist linguistic
movement and of male-dominated linguistic structures (comments in the
lemmas guna¤ka and ãndraw, respectively), both of which, to me at least, seem
informative and well-balanced, although one could argue that they would have
been more poignant if written by a woman. It would be interesting to look more
closely at lemmas such as these for sexual preference words or for religious
expressions where the Orthodox perspective is taken for granted.
In sum, although many lemmas could be improved, in particular regarding overall consistency, the general picture is that of a painstakingly sound
description of the contemporary Greek language as spoken and written in a
variety of domains. Apart from this, Babiniotis’s dictionary is designed with the
user in mind. It clearly offers the best entry-layout of all existing dictionaries; it
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is printed on paper of durable quality, and is attractively bound. Furthermore, it
is marred by only a handful of typographical errors (some of these are: Juppiter
in dvdekãyeo, tabu word in es≈rouxo, l°jh tabou in aÆr, ektimh- in
yaumasmÒw, jelampukãrv in yol≈nv, °mbhlma in isxÊw, egk°falow instead of
egk°ladow in janaxtup≈, jenÊxtise in jenuxt≈, sÒrtw, ts¤ftisa in ts¤fthw,
the phonetics in giow Æ guiow, fvnhtikÆ and agkÊlh, Dictionnary on p. 2049).
This handful is no small feat, if we compare it with the situation in most Greek
dictionaries.
There is no doubt that Babiniotis’s work paves the way for a new
generation of Greek dictionaries. These new works will necessarily have to
address the issues that this dictionary has left unresolved. One such issue is the
standardization of second conjugation verbs that have a variant ending (-ãv
/-≈) in the lemma form. The dictionary includes lemmas without an -ãv variant
(dic≈, jamol≈, janaktup≈, jemey≈, koun≈, phd≈, pern≈, etc.), others
without an -≈ variant (kopanãv, kvlobarãv, amolãv) and some that include
a cross-reference of one variant to the other (e.g., kotãv to kot≈). This choice
of lemma forms does not seem to be based on anything more than randomness,
since no explicit principles or data considerations are presented. Another issue
is the under-representation of major geographical (and not dialectal) variants of
Greek, as in the case of words that have different meanings, frequencies, and
uses in Cyprus as opposed to the rest of the Greek-speaking world (e.g.,
skÊbala, perpathtÒw, baretÒw, piãnv, prosontoÊxow, cew, f≈ta).
Finally, any future work will need to take full advantage of the advances in
corpus lexicography and thus consider to what degree dictionary data are
representative and natural. The systematic study of corpus evidence is nowadays
an indispensable tool in the lexicographer’s hands, one that answers many of
the questions that the Babiniotis dictionary raises—for example, the distinction
between “use” and “meanings” (p. 31)—and that clarifies the guiding principles
of dictionary compilation—for example, what is meant by koinÒ glvssikÒ
a¤syhma sthn ab¤asth ekforã tou lÒgou (p. 32). Among other things,
recourse to electronic corpora would allow us to establish the most frequent and
thus most useful lemma form (e.g., exy°w, xt°w or xtew) in a simple and
straightforward way. It would also contribute to avoiding unnatural and artificial
examples (e.g., me pÒsouw °xeiw japl≈sei; in japl≈nv) and to underlining
the pragmatic functions of words and phrases. Most importantly, the use of
electronic corpora would help us specify more accurately the various uses of a
word according to register or medium (e.g., whether anapnoÆ and anãsa really
correspond to a spoken-written distinction, as claimed) and, above all, would
help us bring out the collocational patterns of the Greek language, thus
emphasizing the most crucial aspect of word meaning (see Goutsos, King, and
Hatzidaki 1994). Now that the Greek language has a major reference work, we
have no excuse for not entering this new era of lexicography. Babiniotis’s
dictionary is invaluable precisely because it reveals this horizon of possibility and
specifies the linguistically relevant questions.
It can only be hoped that the publication of this dictionary will stimulate
further lexicographic work on Greek, especially because of the absence of
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much-needed tools for the learner (e.g., abridged dictionaries, thesauri, etc.). If,
according to a favorite lexicographic metaphor, a dictionary is a snapshot of the
language as spoken and written at a certain moment, then Babiniotis’s dictionary is surely a professional family picture, showing warts and all. We are eagerly
awaiting the rest of the album.
Dionysis Goutsos
University of Cyprus
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Kedros Modern Greek Writers Series
In 1991, the Kedros publishing house put out a set of Greek novels in English
translation. By 1996, Kedros had published three such sets of reasonably priced1
paperback editions, and so raised the number of titles in the series to twentyseven. All the works are by Greek writers, the majority contemporary, and all
were published originally in Greek by Kedros. We have, then, the “Kedros
Modern Greek Writers Series” (emphasis mine), comprising the following titles:
Petros Abatzoglou’s What does Mrs. Freeman Want (translated by Kay Cicellis), Aris
Alexandrou’s Mission Box (translated by Robert Crist), Sotiris Dimitriou’s Woof,
Woof, Dear Lord (translated by Leo Marshall), Maro Douka’s Fool’s Gold (translated by Roderick Beaton), Eugenia Fakinou’s Astradeni (translated by H. E.
Criton), Andreas Franghias’s The Courtyard (translated by Martin McKinsey),
Costis Gimosoulis’s Her Night on Red (translated by Philip Ramp), Marios

